The Reportative Evidential
Versions of Moore's paradox (with evidentials) scope of reportative evidential can be false (2a) (2) a. (i)É-háéána-sėstse 3-hungry-rpt.3sg
Floyd Floyd naa+oha but
(ii)é-sáa-háéána-he-∅ ∅ ∅ 3-neg-hungry-h(an)e-dir 'Floyd's hungry, I hear, but I'm certain he isn't.'
behavior typical of parenthetical-like evidentials (Faller 2002 , Faller 2006 the existence of the report is not deniable (2b) (2) b. # (i)É-háéána-sėstse 3-hungry-rpt.3sg
(ii) ná-sáa-nė-néstó-he-∅ ∅ ∅ 1-neg-that-hear.st-h(an)e-dir # 'Floyd's hungry, I hear, but I'm certain I didn't hear that.' holds for reportatives cross-linguistically
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Cheyenne Evidentials Parenthetical-like behavior
The Direct Evidential
Versions of Moore's paradox (with evidentials)
scope of direct evidential cannot be false (3a)
(3) a. # (i)É-háéána-∅ ∅ ∅ 3-hungry-dir
(ii)é-sáa-háéána-he-∅ ∅ ∅ 3-neg-hungry-h(an)e-dir # 'Floyd's hungry, I'm sure, but I'm certain he isn't.'
holds for direct evidentials cross-linguistically speaker committed to the direct evidential's scope (3b) Scope of reportative evidential can be false (2a) The existence of the report is not deniable (2b) 
already marked (failure of quality) Scope of direct evidential cannot be false (3a) (6) declaratives as singleton sets of propositions, see (7) (6) Who is hungry?
Floyd is hungry. Formal Implementation The direct evidential Evidential Assertion
Can define update on (4 ′ ) if speech world variable v 0 is bound Evidential Assertion For a common ground c, a model M, and an (st)t term P , c updated with P is defined as:
takes an input common ground and returns the subset where the evidential assertion is true "illocutionary assertion"
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Formal Implementation The direct evidential Evidential Assertion Evidential proposal For a common ground c, worlds w, w ′ in c, a model M, and an (st)t term P , w ′ P -outranks w in c, written w ′ ≥ c,P w, iff:
ranks common ground worlds based on the content of the evidential proposal "illocutionary proposal"
Evidential Proposal Reportative: assertion and proposal (ii)é-sáa-háéána-he-∅ ∅ ∅ 3-neg-hungry-h(an)e-dir 'He 1 's hungry, I hear, but I'm certain he 1 isn't.' 
